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Summary
A moving-base simulation has been conducted on the
Vertical Motion Simulator at Ames Research Center
using a model of an advanced, short takeoff and vertical
landing (STOVL) lift fan fighter aircraft. This experiment
expanded on investigations during previous simulations
with this STOVL configuration with the objective of
evaluating (1) control law modifications over the low
speed flight envelope, (2) integration of the throttle
inceptor with flight control laws that provide direct thrust
command for conventional flight, vertical and short
takeoff, and flightpath or vertical velocity command for
transition, hover, and vertical landing, (3) control mode
blending for pitch, roll, yaw, and flightpath control
during transition from wing-borne to jet-borne flight, and
(4) effects of conformal versus nonconformal presentation
of flightpath and pursuit guidance symbology on the out-
the-window display for low speed STOVL operations.
Assessments were made for takeoff, transition, hover, and
landing, including precision hover and landing aboard an
LPH-type amphibious assault ship in the presence of
winds and rough seas.
Results yielded Level I pilot ratings for the flightpath
and vertical velocity command modes for a range of land-
based and shipboard operation and were consistent with
previous experience with earlier control laws and displays
for this STOVL concept. Control mode blending was
performed over speed ranges in accord with the pilot's
tasks and with the change of the basic aircraft's charac-
teristics between wing-borne and hover flight. Blending
of yaw control from heading command in hover to
sideslip command in wing-borne flight performed over a
broad speed range helped reduce yaw transients during
acceleration through the low speed regime. Although the
pilots appreciated conformality of flightpath and guidance
symbols with the external scene during the approach,
increased sensitivity of the symbols for lateral path
tracking elevated the pilots' control activity in the pres-
ence of turbulence. The pilots preferred the choice of
scaling that was originally established during the display
development and in-flight evaluations.
Introduction
Ames Research Center has participated in the definition
and evaluation of integrated flight/propulsion control
concepts and design guidelines in support of development
of short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) configura-
tions for the Joint Strike Fighter program. Contributions
have come from the flight research program on NASA's
vertical or short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) Systems
Research Aircraft (VSRA) described in reference 1 and
from experiments on the Vertical Motion Simulator with
different STOVL designs (refs. 2-4). These flight and
simulation experiments have addressed issues of control
and display modes for different phases of STOVL
operations---control power, thrust margin, transition
acceleration, and control system dynamic response
requirements. Over the past few years, two moving-base
simulations of a lift-fan configuration were used in the
design guideline development (refs. 5 and 6).
Based on the results of those flight and simulation
programs, modifications were made to the control system,
head-up display (HUD), and propulsion system of the
lift fan configuration to improve the integrated flight/
propulsion control and display system concept and to
address integration issues that were not fully investigated
in references 5 and 6. In particular, the control system was
altered to incorporate nonlinear inverse control laws in all
axes. In the earlier simulations, the nonlinear inverse
appeared in the augmented control on longitudinal and
vertical velocity and for yaw control in forward flight.
The inverse scheme is now employed in all axes
of control. State rate feedback control has been eliminated
in the control system, with the exception of the vertical
axis, based on concerns of the practical utility of angular
accelerometers for pitch, roll, and yaw control, and of the
need to use linear accelerometers to achieve acceptable
control response and disturbance suppression for control
of longitudinal and lateral velocity in hover.
For the control modes implemented in this control
concept, the throttle serves alternately as an inceptor for
thrust and for vertical velocity control depending on
control mode selected. The ability to scale the inceptor
commands to the propulsion system so as to be free of
transientsatmodeswitchandtoprovidesatisfactory
controlsensitivityandfullcontrolauthoritytothepilotis
amajordesignconcern.Newschemesforscalingthe
throttleinceptorforuseasathrustorverticalvelocity
controllerforapproachandhovercontrolintranslational
ratecommandmode,describedinreference7,wereadded
tothemodelforassessmentin thissimulation.
Controlmodeblendingcontinuestobedifficultoresolve
becauseoftheconflictingdemandsof wing-borneand
jet-bornetasks.Theissuesofimportanceare(1)the
transitionbetweenpitchandrollattitudecontrolmodes
appropriateforconventionalandverticalflight,(2)the
useofattitudetocontrolflightpathinwing-borneand
semi-jet-borneflightchangingtothrustcontrolofvertical
velocityinverticalf ight,(3)thecontrolofyawforlow
speedmaneuversandturncoordinationtominimize
sideslipinsemi-jet-borneflight.Givenconcernsraised
inthesimulationofreference6ofabruptyawtransients
associatedwithcontrollawblendingduringacceleration
towing-borneflight,alternativecontrolmodeblending
rangeswereevaluatedinthissimulationtoexaminethe
effectonsideslipcontrolduringacceleratingfli htfor
takeoffandwaveoffromlowspeed.
Advancingdevelopmentsinhelmetmounteddisplays(HMD)removerestrictionsondisplaycontentimposed
bythefixedopticsofcurrenthead-updisplaysandpermit
considerationfsymbologythatregistersagainstthe
externalscene.Inthepast,narrowfield-of-viewHUD
opticshavemadeit necessarytoscalecommandsto
guidanceandcontrolelementsokeepthemwithinview
incrosswindsandatlowspeed.Whileangularpath
relationshipsdiminishin importanceatlowspeedasthe
aircraftapproachesthehover,theyareappropriateat
higherspeedsintheapproachtothelandingpad.Of
particularinterestinthissimulationwasthepresentation
oflateralguidanceandcontrolinformation.Although
HMDopticswerenotavailable,theHUDsymbology
wasprojectedontheforwardvisualscenewhich ad
sufficientfieldofviewtodisplaytheflightpathandghost
aircraftconformallydowntolowspeedswhereit is
appropriatetoshifthepresentationtoscaledverticaland
lateralvelocities.Thus,conformalsopposedtoscaled
presentationfthelateraldisplacementoftheflightpath
andghostaircraftsymbolswereassessedto eterminethe
meritsofeach.
The remainder of this report presents a brief description
of the aircraft, a synopsis of the simulation experiment,
and discussion of the results therefrom.
Nomenclature
K e flightpath and ghost aircraft symbol
S
W
Acronyms
APP
ASTOVL
CGI
CTO
HMD
HQR
HUD
IMC
MTV
ITflS
SCAS
STOL
STOVL
TRC
VMC
VSRA
V/STOL
scaling
directional stability, rad/sec2/rad
wing area, ft 2
aircraft weight, lb
approach control mode
advanced short takeoff and vertical
landing
computer-generated image
cruise/takeoff control mode
helmet mounted display
Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating
head-up display
instrument meteorological conditions
manual thrust vector control mode
root mean square
stability and command augmentation
system
short takeoff and landing
short takeoff and vertical landing
translational rate command control
mode
visual meteorological conditions
V/STOL Systems Research Aircraft
vertical or short takeoff and landing
Basic Lift Fan STOVL Aircraft
The lift fan STOVL aircraft is a single-place, single-
engine, fighter/attack aircraft, featuring a wing-canard
arrangement with twin vertical tails (fig. 1). The propul-
sion system concept is presented in figure 2. It consists of
a remote lift fan coupled to a lift-cruise turbofan engine to
permit continuous transfer of energy from the lift-cruise
engine to the lift fan. Further, the lift-cruise engine
exhaust is either ducted aft to a thrust-deflecting cruise
nozzle in conventional flight or diverted to two deflecting
lift nozzles in vertical flight. Throughout transition, flow
can be continuously transferred between the cruise and lift
nozzles. Lift fan and lift nozzle thrust can be deflected
downward from 45 to 100 deg relative to the aircraft
waterline and lift nozzle thrust can be deflected 10 deg
laterally as well. The cruise nozzle can be deflected
+20 deg relative to the aircraft waterline in the vertical
plane. A full description of the simulation model is
presented in references 7 and 8.
The basic flight control system consists of the canard,
ailerons and twin rudders for aerodynamic effectors
during forward flight. For powered-lift operation, control
is provided by differential thrust transfer between the lift
fan and lift nozzles, deflection of lift fan and lift nozzle
thrust, and deflection of cruise nozzle thrust. Pitch control
is achieved by a combination of canard deflection, thrust
transfer between the lift fan and lift nozzles, and deflec-
tion of the cruise nozzle. Roll control is produced by the
ailerons and differential thrust transfer between the lift
nozzles. Yaw control is derived from the combination of
rudder deflection and lateral deflection of lift nozzle
thrust. As an option, reaction control, powered by engine
compressor bleed air, can provide additional control
moments through nozzles located in the wing extremities
and in the tail. Longitudinal acceleration is achieved
through thrust transfer between the lift fan, lift nozzles,
and cruise nozzles and by deflection of the lift fan and lift
nozzle thrust.
Four control modes are provided. They enable operation
in all regimes of conventional wing-borne flight and jet-
borne operation with manual thrust management
consistent with current Harrier operations. In addition,
they include control augmentation that provides for
precise, low-workload control of the aircraft in jet-borne
flight that permits operations in adverse weather condi-
tions that are not achievable with the current Harrier fleet.
The modes are summarized in table 1 and described in
further detail in reference 7.
In the cruise/takeoff (CTO) mode, the aircraft can be
flown conventionally for wing-borne takeoff, cruise, and
landing. The pilot has direct control of lift-cruise engine
thrust; however, the propulsive lift system is not in use,
and the pilot has no direct control of thrust vector angle.
Rate damping augmentation and angle-of-attack stability
are provided for pitch control, rate command is provided
for roll control, and sideslip command is included for yaw
control. The manual thrust vector (MTV) mode provides
for operation in jet-borne flight including vertical and
short takeoff, transition, hover, and vertical and slow
landing. In this mode, the pilot has manual control of the
magnitude of the propulsion system thrust (lift fan plus
lift-cruise engine thrust) and the deflection of the resultant
thrust vector, thus allowing the aircraft to be configured
and controlled for the phases of operation noted above.
No feedback control loops are used for either speed or
flightpath control. Pitch and roll are controlled through
rate command/attitude hold augmentation in transition,
blending to attitude command/attitude hold at low speed.
Table 1. Hight control modes
Control axis Control mode designations (applicable flight phases)
CTO (wing-borne MTV (transition, hover) APP (transition, hover) TRC (hover)
flight) APP (transition)
Pitch/roll Rate command Rate command - attitude hold, Rate command - attitude
blend to attitude command hold, blend to attitude
command
Yaw Sideslip command, blend
Vertical
to yaw rate command
Flightpath command,
blend to velocity
command
Acceleration command -
velocity hold
Sideslip command
Aerodynamic lift
Sideslip command, blend to
yaw rate command
Thrust magnitude
Yaw rate
command
Velocity
command
Lateral Velocity
command
Longitudinal Thrust magnitude Thrust vector angle (MTV), Velocity
acceleration command - command
velocity hold (APP)
YawcontrolisthesameasforCTOathigherairspeeds
duringtransition,andthenblendstoyawratecommand
atlowspeed.Theapproach(APP)modeisdesignedto
reduceworkloadandimproveprecisionofcontrolofthe
longitudinalndverticalresponseduringthedecelerating
transitiontohoverorforslowlandings.It providesthe
pilotwithindependentcontrolof thelongitudinalnd
verticalaxes.Insodoing,it activatesalongitudinal
accelerationcommand/velocityholdsystem,withthrust
vectorangleasthespeedcontroleffector.Astheaircraft
deceleratesfromwing-bornetojet-borneflight,a
flightpathcommandaugmentationsystemisactivated
whenthepropulsionsystemisconfiguredtoprovide
effectivecontroloftheverticalaxis.Thismodeis
engagedwhentheresultantthrustvectoranglexceeds
70degandthecommandedcoreenginethrustexceeds
60percentofitsmaximumvalue.Thissystemremains
engageduntilthenetthrustvectorangledecreases
below47degorthethrottleangleisreducedbelow
20percentoffullthrow.Untiltheflightpathcommand
augmentationsengaged,thepilotstillhasdirectcontrol
oflift-cruisenginethrust.Whenthethrottleisadvanced
beyond95percentoffullthrow,directcommandofthrust
isonceagainavailable.Theflightpathcommandsystem
will thenreengageoncethethrottleisreducedbelow
90percentoffullthrow.Pitch,roll,andyawcontrol
areidenticaltothatforMTV.Thetranslationalr te
command(TRC)modeisavailableforprecisioncontrol
ofhoverpositioningandverticallanding.Inthismode,
decoupledcommandoflongitudinal,lateral,andvertical
velocityisprovided.Longitudinalvelocitycontrolis
achievedthroughdeflectionofthethrustvectorat
constantpitchattitude.Lateralvelocitycommandis
realizedthroughrollcontrol.Theyawaxiscontrol
remainsthesameasthatforMTV.
A HUD,describedindetailinreferences7,9,and10,
providestheprimaryflightdisplayforallphasesof
operation.A baselinesetofsymbologyispresentedfor
allflightregimesandisaugmentedbycommandand
situationi formationforprecisionapproachandhover.
Thebaselinedisplayincludedaircraftattitude,speed,
flightpathangle,angle-of-attackreference,altitude,
enginerevolutionsperminute,thrustvectorangle,flap
angle,longitudinalcceleration,heading,anddistanceto
thehoverpoint,asshownin figure3.Symbologyadded
tothedisplayforprecision-guidedapproachtohoverare
shownaswellinfigure3.Thisinformationappearsupon
guidanceselectioni eithertheMTVorAPPmode.
Theguidancedisplayisaflightpathcentered,pursuit
presentationthatenhancestheexternalvisualcues,
centersthemontheaircraft'sflightpath,andpresents
thepilotwithapursuittrackingtaskforfollowingthe
intendedtransitionandapproachguidancetoafinalhover
point.Courseandglideslopeguidanceareprovidedinthe
formofaleader(ghost)aircraftthatfollowsthedesired
flightprofile.Thepilot'staskis totracktheghostaircraft
withtheflightpathsymbol.FortheAPP mode, decelera-
tion guidance is presented by an acceleration error ribbon
on the left side of the flightpath symbol which the pilot
nulls to follow the deceleration schedule. When guidance
is not selected, the guidance related symbols (ghost
aircraft, acceleration error ribbon, longitudinal accel-
eration scale, landing deck, and glideslope reference line)
are removed from the display. During the latter stages of
the deceleration as the aircraft approaches the intended
point of hover, selective changes are made to the
approach display to provide guidance for the hover point
capture. Specifically, the longitudinal velocity vector,
predicted longitudinal velocity, and station-keeping cross
appear referenced to the vertical velocity diamond symbol
in plan view as shown in figure 4. The pilot controls the
velocity predictor toward the station-keeping cross
position and adjusts velocity to bring the cross to rest at
the reference hover point indicated by the cross being
adjacent to the vertical velocity diamond. When the TRC
mode is selected for precision hover and vertical landing,
the HUD format superimposes vertical and plan views
and provides command and situation information in a
pursuit tracking presentation (fig. 5). In the horizontal
situation, the aircraft velocity vector is represented by a
line emanating from the aircraft symbol. A pad symbol
represents the landing area. Horizontal and vertical
velocity predictor symbols, whose displacement and
orientation from the aircraft symbol indicate magnitude
and direction, provide the pilot lead information for hover
maneuvering. Horizontal velocities commanded by the
pilot through the control system are displayed directly by
the predictor ball. The vertical situation is displayed by a
diamond referenced to the right leg of the aircraft symbol.
The diamond symbol is displayed against a vertical bar
whose length represents the operational vertical velocity
limits for the landing gear. The length of the bar is based
on the vertical velocity relative to the landing pad. For
shipboard operation, when vertical deck motion can be
uplinked to the aircraft, the limit, as affected by relative
closure rate to the deck, is presented on this symbol. This
bar provides the pilot with an indication of sink rate
margin for the vertical landing. A horizontal bar indicates
the altitude remaining to touchdown. A panel-mounted
head-down display presents a compass rose and a plan
view of the reference flightpath following guidance select.
Inceptors available in the cockpit and their relation to
response types for the various control modes are shown in
figure 6. Individual inceptors are the center stick and trim
switch, pedals, throttle lever, nozzle lever, throttle thumb-
wheel, and flap switch. The center stick commands pitch
androllrateinCTO,pitchandrollratecommand/attitude
holdinMTVandAPPathigherspeeds,blendingto
attitudecommand/attitudeholdatlowerspeeds,and
longitudinalndlateralinertialvelocityinTRC.Thetrim
switchonthestickprovidespitchandrollratetrimin
CTO,andinMTVandAPPinconjunctionwiththerate
command/attitudeholdresponsetype.Atlowspeedwhen
theattitudecommandresponsetypeisfunctional,thetrim
switchprovidesattitudetrim.InTRC,thetrimswitch
adjuststhereferencelongitudinalndlateralinertial
velocities.InCTO,pedalsfunctionassideslipcommand,
whileinMTVandAPPtheyprovidesideslipcommandat
highspeed,blendingtoyawratecommandatlowspeed.
Thethrottlecontrollercommandstotalthrustmagnitude
inCTOandMTVmodes,andinAPPmodewhen
flightpathcommandaugmentations otengaged.When
flightpathcommandisengagedinAPPmode,thethrottle
commandsflightpathanglewhengroundspeedisgreater
than60knotsandverticalvelocitywhenspeedislessthan
60knots.InTRC,thethrottlecontrolsverticalvelocity.
Thenozzleleverhasthesolefunctionofcommandofthe
resultantthrustvectorangleinMTV.Otherwise,it is
backdriventoapositionconsistentwiththethrustvector
anglebeingcommandedforCTO,APP,orTRCmodes,
soastobeinthecorrectpositionwhen
aswitchoccursfromanyofthesemodestoMTV.
Activationofthewave-offswitchonthetopofthenozzle
leverwill initiateaswitchfromanyofthesemodesto
MTVsolongasthenozzleleverisinapositionconsis-
tentwiththecurrentthrustvectorangle.Thethrottle
thumbwheelservesthefunctionofcommandoflongi-
tudinalacceleration/velocityholdinAPPmode.It isa
proportionalcontrolwithcenterdetentandadjustable
friction.Wheninthedetent,hethumbwheelcommands
thesystemtoholdtheexistinginertialvelocity.
Simulation Experiment
Simulator Facility
This experiment was conducted on the Vertical Motion
Simulator (fig. 7) at Ames Research Center. The
simulator provides six degree-of-freedom motion that
permits particularly large excursions in the vertical and
longitudinal or lateral axes. Bandwidths of acceleration in
all axes, including pitch, roll, and yaw, encompass the
bandwidths of motion sensing that are expected to be of
primary importance to the pilot in vertical flight tasks.
The cockpit longitudinal axis was oriented along the
motion system's translational beam to exploit the motion
system authority based on the tasks in this experiment.
Appendix A lists the simulator motion system perfor-
mance as well as the motion washout filter characteristics
adopted for this experiment.
An interior view of the cockpit is shown in figure 8. A
three-window, computer-generated imaging (CGI) system
provides the external view. The CGI could present an
airfield scene or a ship scene, the latter modeling an
LPH-type amphibious assault ship. A center stick and
rudder pedal arrangement is seen in the figure, along
with a left-hand throttle quadrant of the kind used in the
Harrier. This quadrant contains both the power lever
(throttle) and thrust vector deflection handle (nozzle
lever). Overall frame time for output of the CGI in
response to the pilot's control inputs was 0.065 sec, of
which 0.015 sec was the host computer frame time.
Evaluation Tasks and Procedures
The pilot's operational tasks for evaluation during the
simulation were (1) curved, decelerating approaches to
hover, followed either by a vertical landing on the airfield
or aboard the LPH, (2) accelerating transitions from hover
to conventional flight, (3) short takeoffs, and (4) vertical
takeoffs. Complete circuits from takeoff, accelerating
transition to cruise flight, decelerating transition to
hover, and vertical landings were also performed. For
evaluation purposes, the decelerating approaches were
divided into two phases. The first phase was initiated in
level flight at 200 knots in the landing configuration. The
aircraft's initial position was on a downwind heading
abeam the initial hover station-keeping position. The
sequence of events for the initial phase was capture of a
3 deg glideslope, commencement of a 0.1 g nominal
deceleration, turn to base leg and then to align with the
final approach course, and, on short final at a range of
I000 ft, a change in nominal deceleration rate to 0.05g.
Desired performance was defined as keeping the center
of the ghost aircraft within the circular element of the
flightpath symbol, with only momentary excursions
permitted (analogous to 1/2 dot deflection on a standard
instrument landing system display). Adequate perfor-
mance was achieved when tracking excursions were
significant, but not divergent. The initial phase of the
approach was considered complete at the change in
deceleration rate corresponding to the final closure to
the hover point.
Acquisition of the hover 43 ft above the landing surface
was the final phase of the approach. For the shipboard
approaches, this included an initial station-keeping hover
I00 ft to port and 100 ft aft of the landing spot, followed
by a constant altitude translation to a hover over the
landing pad. Desired performance was defined as
acquisition of the hover with minimal overshoot and
altitude control within +_5 ft. Adequate performance was
achieved when overshoot did not result in loss of the
landingpadsymbolfromthedisplayfieldofviewand
altitudecontrolwassafe.
Theverticallandingwasaccomplishedoneithera
100by200ft landingpadontherunwayorshipboard
onSpot5 1/2locatedjustaftoftheislandstructureand
2/3ofthelengthofthedeckfromthebowoftheLPH.
Desiredlandingperformancewasdefinedastouchdown
withina5ft radiusofthecenterofthepadwithasink
rateof3to5ft/sec.Adequateperformancewas
consideredtobetouchdownwithintheconfinesofthe
padatsinkrateslessthan12ft/secandwithminimal
lateraldrift.
Slowlandingsandrollingverticallandingswere
performedunder visual meteorological conditions
(VMC) to the touchdown zone on the STOL runway.
Initial approach path guidance was provided by the ghost
aircraft up to the point where the pilot established the
reference airspeed for the remainder of the approach.
At that time, the pilot deselected approach path and
deceleration guidance and aimed the flightpath symbol
at the landing pad symbol on the HUD that overlaid the
touchdown zone.
Accelerating transitions were initiated from the hover
under VMC with full throttle and rotation of the thrust
vector. The rate of thrust vector deflection was restrained
to ensure a level to slightly climbing flightpath. The pilot
chose the pitch attitude to achieve best acceleration. The
transition was considered complete when the aircraft
accelerated to 200 knots. In addition, waveoffs were
executed at various points during the decelerating
approach to permit the pilot to assess the transient
control associated with conversion from the approach
to an accelerating transition. The pilots' assessments of
this task were based on the effort required to execute the
transition within the constraints imposed above and the
sensitivity of their performance of the task to abuses or
variations from the recommended technique.
Short takeoffs were executed either from the runway or
from the deck of the LPH. Takeoff procedures involved
setting the stop for the thrust vector lever in accordance
with the takeoff weight, setting full thrust and initiating
the takeoff roll, accelerating to lift-off speed, moving the
thrust vector lever to the takeoff stop, and rotating the
aircraft to a pitch attitude of I0 degrees. Following lift-
off, the aircraft was allowed to climb and accelerate; the
pilot vectored the thrust aft while maintaining a positive
rate of climb.
Vertical takeoffs were also carried out from the runway or
LPH, initiated with the thrust vector lever at the hover
setting of 85 deg followed by application of maximum
thrust.
Two pilots with V/STOL aircraft experience acted as
evaluation pilots in this experiment. Handling qualities
ratings and commentary were obtained, based on the
Cooper-Harper rating scale of reference 11.
Experiment Configurations
The experiment was carried out using the baseline aircraft
described above. Approaches were conducted in instru-
ment meteorological conditions (IMC) consisting of a
ceiling of 100 ft and a visual range of 1200 ft in fog with
varying winds, turbulence, and sea state. For operations
to the runway, wind conditions of 0, 15, and 34 knots
at 30 deg to the left of the final approach course and
associated rms turbulence of 0, 3, and 6 ft/sec were used.
Shipboard landings on the LPH were performed in sea
states of 0, 3, and 5. Wind over deck was down the deck
centerline at l0 knots in calm seas or 20 knots for the
higher sea states. Approaches and landings were
conducted to evaluate the baseline controls and displays,
the switch of the throttle from thrust to flightpath and
vertical velocity control and for specific variations from
the baseline control laws and displays. Waveoff from the
approach and transition to wing-borne flight provided an
assessment of the switch of the throttle scaling from
vertical velocity to thrust control and for the assessment
of yaw control blending. Short takeoffs and vertical
takeoffs followed by an accelerating transition to wing-
borne flight enabled the evaluation of yaw control
blending.
Variations in the controls and displays were associated
with the vertical velocity command control law, the speed
range over which the yaw stabilization and command
augmentation law blended from sideslip command to yaw
rate command, and the scaling of lateral displacement of
the flightpath and ghost aircraft symbols on the HUD. The
vertical velocity control law included two options, one
that employed normal acceleration feedback and
proportional plus integral control, and the second, which
used only vertical velocity feedback and proportional
throttle feed forward to achieve the vertical velocity
command function. The intent was to determine the flying
qualities for approach and landing of a simpler control
law for the vertical axis than that used in the earlier
simulation and flight experiments. Yaw control blending
was performed either over a range from 40 to 60 knots or
40 to 100 knots ground speed. The effect of the blending
is to increase directional stability (N[5) from zero at
40 knots to its nominal value (N[3 = 4 rad/sec2/rad) at the
upper end of the blending region. Alteration of the lateral
scaling for the flightpath and ghost aircraft symbols
was accomplished by changing the scaling factor K e
on flightpath and ghost aircraft crosstrack angle in
equations173and178ofreference9.Thisscalefactor
waseithersetatanominalvalueof0.3,ashadbeenused
throughouttheprevioussimulationsandVSRAflight
program,oratavalueof 1.0toprovideconformalityof
thesesymbolswiththeexternalscene.Ineithercase,
below60knotsthesetwosymbolsnolongerpresented
angularregistrationwiththeexternalsceneandpresented
scaledverticalandlateralvelocitiesandghostaircraft
crosstrackangleinsteadasnotedinreference10.
Discussion of Results
Flying Qualities Assessment of Baseline
Configuration
Evaluation of the baseline configuration provided a
comparison of the pilot's assessment of flying qualities
and measures of task performance for the various phases
of operation associated with the STOVL flight envelope
with previous assessments and measures obtained for the
lift fan configuration in an earlier simulation (ref. 5).
This comparison was made to identify any differences
arising from the adoption of the full nonlinear inverse
control laws. The discussions to follow cover the pilots'
evaluations and representative performance and control
usage measures for the separate phases of operation.
IMC Decelerating Transition- Handling quality ratings
(HQR) for the baseline configuration for the various
stages of the approach and landing are presented in
figure 9. Ratings for the decelerating approach down to
breakout to visual conditions at 100 ft are shown in
figure 9(a). These ratings range from HQR 3 to 4 and
reflect satisfactory flying qualities in calm air and light
turbulence. A modest degradation to HQR 4 appears at
the highest level of turbulence, indicating marginally
adequate to satisfactory flying qualities under these
conditions. Desired performance was achieved in all cases
and only minimal compensation was required of the pilot
in light winds and turbulence. A noticeable increase in
compensation is apparent for the highest turbulence as a
result of flightpath disturbances associated with the
aircraft's moderate wing loading (W/S = 57 Ib/ft2).
Results are comparable to those obtained in the previous
simulation (ref. 5), where the range of those data appears
in the figure as the open bars. These results indicate that,
in an aggregate sense, changes in the control law structure
to the full nonlinear inverse and the throttle control
switching and scaling produce flying qualities equivalent
to those of the previous control design.
Example time histories of the decelerating transition in
APP mode in calm air and in turbulence are presented in
figures 10 and 11. In calm air (fig. 10), glideslope capture
is accomplished with a smooth nose-down pitch rotation
and the deceleration is initiated with a single input from
the thumbwheel. The deceleration proceeds smoothly and
the throttle is advanced steadily to maintain the glideslope
as wing lift is reduced. When the throttle reaches 60
percent at 137 sec into the run, flightpath command
engages without an observable transient and functions for
the remainder of the approach. The switch from flightpath
to vertical velocity command at 60 knots is transparent
to the pilot. Minimal glideslope error exists and the
approach proceeds with little control activity required of
the pilot. The control of thrust magnitude and deflection
that underpins the decelerating transition is illustrated as
well in figure 10. The approach mode is engaged around
90 sec with the resultant thrust vector already deflected
manually to 30 deg. Immediately thereafter the pilot
commands the start of the deceleration, and thrust transfer
from the cruise nozzle to the lift fan and lift nozzles
occurs coincident with their deflection from 45 deg.
As the deceleration progresses, thrust is continually
increased, first caused by the pilot's advance of the
throttle, then as a result of the flightpath command control
starting at 137 sec. Along with the thrust increase, the
thrust deflection follows the longitudinal axis control law
commanded by the thumbwheel. For all of this activity
from the individual thrust effectors, the demands placed
on the pilot are for the deceleration command with the
thumbwheel and the advance of the throttle up to the
60 percent reference point. Lateral-directional control
through the turn from downwind to the final approach
path is shown at the end of figure 10. Localizer capture
for the final approach occurs with a small overshoot and
proceeds with minimal errors. Small bank angle excur-
sions are used to maintain flightpath tracking of the ghost
aircraft. Sideslip excursions are minimal.
In the example of an approach in 6 ft/sec rms turbulence
with a steady wind of 34 knots (fig. 11), the excursions in
flightpath and increased control activity are apparent.
Early on in the approach, pitch attitude is actively
employed to suppress flightpath excursions and track the
glideslope. Throttle activity is evident as well, up to the
point at 138 sec into the run when flightpath command
engages. Beyond that point, attitude remains constant
and throttle control activity diminishes noticeably while
flightpath variations are reduced considerably compared
to the initial stage of the approach. Glideslope excursions
are minimal throughout. The basis for the improvement
in flightpath control is illustrated in the traces of thrust
response in figure 11. In contrast to the thrust variations
prior to flightpath command control engage at 138 sec,
the thrust activity to reduce flightpath disturbances
once the system is engaged increases substantially in
magnitude and frequency content. Prior to flightpath
command engage the thrust response is directly associated
withthepilot'sthrottleinputs.Thrustdeflection
throughouttheapproachisaresultofthelongitudinalxis
controlofdeceleration.Lateral-directionalcontrolin
figureI1showsexcellentlocalizert ackingwith
increasedrollcontrolactivitytokeeptheflightpath
symbolalignedwiththeghostaircraft.
Glideslopeandlocalizert ackingperformanceatbreakout
tovisualconditionsat 100ft altitudeispresentedin
figure12forvaryinglevelsofturbulence.Withtwo
exceptions,glideslopeandlocalizererrorsarewithin
0.5degandinallcaseswithin0.8degatthispointin the
approach,withnorelationtothemagnitudeofturbulence.
It shouldbenotedthat0.5degdeviationcorrespondsto
an8ft offsetfromtheglidesiopeanda 13ftoffsetfrom
runwaycenterlineatthepositioncorrespondingto 100ft
altitude.Thisaccuracyoftrackingperformanceiswithin
thedesiredtolerancesnotedearlierandleavestheaircraft
wellpositionedforthepilottocompletetheapproachto
hovervisually.
HoverPointAcquisition-Pilotevaluationsofthefinal
stageofthedecelerationa dacquisitionofthehoverare
showninfigure9(b).Fullysatisfactoryfl ingqualities
wereachievedwithHQRfallingbetween2and3incalm
airandlightturbulence.Intheheaviestturbulence,ratings
degradeslightlyfromHQR3to4asaresultofamodest
increaseinpilotcompensationt achievethedesired
performanceinarrivingatthehover.Resultscorrespond
toexperienceinpreviousimulations.Timehistoriesof
figures13and14corroboratetheeaseofperformingthis
phaseoftheapproach.Incalmair(fig.13),thealtitude
andpositioncaptureproceedsmoothlywithgradual
adjustmentsofthethrottleandthumbwheel.Associated
thrustresponseappearsattheendoffigure13.Inthe
presenceof6ftlsecrmsturbulenceandthe34knot
quarteringwind(fig.14),somewhatmorethumbwheel
controlactivityisusedtoclosetothehoverpoint,andthe
altitudeisundershotslightly.Thrustcontrolactivityto
holdthehoverheightandthrustvectoranglevariations
toadjustthearrivalatthehoverarealsopresentedin
figure14.Substantialthrustvariationsareusedtomain-
tainthecommandedverticalvelocityinthepresenceof
jet-inducedlift disturbancesassociatedwiththevarying
wind.
VerticalLanding-Assessmentsoftheverticallanding
appearinfigures9(c)and9(d)forrunwayandshipboard
recovery,respectively.Runwaylandingsareaccom-
plishedwithfullysatisfactoryratingsregardlessofthe
levelofturbulence.Theeaseandprecisionwithwhichthe
landingcouldbeperformedevenledonepilottoarating
ofHQRI. Nocomparabledataareavailablefromthe
simulationofreference5.ForlandingsaboardtheLPH
assaultship,ratingswerefullysatisfactoryincalmseas
(HQR1to3)anddegradedslightlytoborderlinesatis-
factory(HQR3to4)intheheaviesteas.Resultsonce
againcomparedfavorablytothepreviousexperience.The
pilots'commentsforthehighestseastatecenteredsolely
ontheireffortocontrolsinkraterelativetothedeckfor
landing.Timehistoriesforrunwaylandingsincalmair
andin6ft/secrmsturbulenceappearinfigures15and16.
Landingsincalmair(fig.15)illustratetheeasewith
whichthemaneuverisperformed.Theaircraftmoves
forwardtothelandingpositionandthepilotmakesa
singlethrottleinputoestablisht edesiredrateof
descent.Thissituationismaintaineduntiltouchdown,
atwhichpointhethrottleisfurtheretardedtosetthe
aircraftirmlyontherunway.Figure15alsoshowsthe
thrustactivitytoholdthesinkrateinthepresenceof
groundeffect,particularlythesubstantialncreasein
thrusttocountersignificantsuckdownandthrustransfer
fromthelift nozzlestothelift faninreactiontothe
changeinjet-inducedpitchingmoment.Thiscompensa-
tioncomesfromthenonlinearinverselementof the
verticalaxiscontrollaw.Thetaskisaccomplishedwith
thesamesimplicityofcontrolinturbulence(fig.16)as
incalmair.Theaircraftisestablishedinpositionoverthe
landingspotandthelandingsinkrateissetupwitha
reductioni thethrottlewithnofurtherinputsuntil
touchdownoccurs.Thrustcontrolactivityinresponseto
perturbationsi lift duetowindsandgroundeffectis
shownattheendoffigure16.Touchdownprecisionfor
runwayandshipboardlandingsi presentedinfigures17
and18.Mostofthetouchdownsinfigure17werewithin
5ft ofthecenterofthelandingzone,withthreeexcep-
tionswhichrangedfrom7to12ftaftofthespot.
Turbulenceorseastatehadnoappreciableinfluenceon
theresults.Infigure18(a),touchdownsinkrateswere
mostlylessthanthemaximumtargetof5ft/sec,although
afewexceedancesashighas7ft/secwereobservedinthe
presenceofturbulenceorseastate.
SlowLanding-Slowandrollingverticallandingswere
conductedtoobservecontrolsystemperformanceunder
theseconditions.Noformalflyingqualitiesevaluations
wereobtained;however,anexampleofaslowlanding
approachtotouchdownisincludedinfigure19toillus-
tratethepilot'sactionstoaccomplisht etask.Aswith
thepreviousexamples,glideslopecaptureisperformedby
loweringthenosetoestablisht edesiredescentangle.
Thedecelerationisinitiatedwiththethumbwheelinput.
Whentheaircraftslowstotheintendedfinalapproach
speed,thethumbwheeliscenteredandtheapproach
proceedsatthefinalstabilizedairspeed,whichinthis
exampleis62knots.Throttleactivitytotrackthe
approachpathtotheinitiationofthelandingflareis
minimalonceflightpathcommandengages.Priortothis
point,thethrottleisadvancedtoincreasej t lift aswing
lift diminishes.Thethrottleisadvancedslightlypriorto
touchdowntoarrestthesinkrateandisthenretarded
followingthelanding.Thissamegeneralprocedureis
followedforothersloworrollingverticallandingswith
thereferenceapproachspeedbeingtheprincipalvariable.
ShortTakeoff-A representativeheavyweightshort
takeoffisillustratedin figure20.Attheselectedspeedof
85knots,thepilotmovesthenozzlel verapidlytothe
takeoffstopat58degandraisesthenosetocapturethe
targetpitchattitude.Asthenozzleleverismovedtothe
stop,thrustistransferredfromthecruisenozzletothelift
nozzlesandenergyissimultaneouslytransferredtothelift
fantogeneratelift fortakeoff.Onceaclimbrateis
establishedandtheaircraftisacceleratingtowing-borne
flight,thepilotgraduallymovesthenozzleleverforward
toreducelift fanandlift nozzlethrustaswinglift
increasesandtogeneratemorecruisenozzlethrustfor
addedacceleration.Lift-offfromtherunwayissmooth
andtheclimbisestablishedwithoutdifficulty.
AcceleratingTransition-Anacceleratingtransition
fromhovertowing-borneflightisshowninfigure21.
Afterincreasingthrustabovethehoversettingtoestablish
aclimb,thepilotmovesthenozzleleverforwardto
initiatetheaccelerationwithoutmovingit soabruptlyas
tocausetheaircrafttosettle.Asspeedincreases,thenose
israisedtoaclimbattitudewhilethenozzleleveris
advancedfullyforward.Asthenozzleleverismovedto
deflectthrust,thelift fanandlift nozzlesrotatetotheaft
position,thenthrusttransfertothecruisenozzleproceeds.
Thepilot'scontroltechniqueisuncomplicatedandthere
wasnodifficultynotedinperformingthetransition.
ControlUtilization-
Pitchcontrol: Results of pitch control usage for the
approach to landing are presented in figure 22. Data are
broken out for the decelerating approach, hover point
acquisition, and vertical landing, the latter either on the
runway or aboard ship. The data indicate the maximum
and minimum control used during each individual run
for the respective flight phase. Mean values that represent
the control used for trim during the run are also shown.
The increment between the maximum or minimum and
the mean value is an indication of the control used for
maneuvering or counteracting external disturbances.
For the decelerating approach (fig. 22(a)), peak control
variations about the mean in calm air or light turbulence
are on the order of 0.15 rad/sec 2, and increase to
0.2 rad/sec 2 in the heaviest turbulence. During the hover
point acquisition (fig. 22(b)), slightly lower levels of
control are used except for the highest turbulence, which
shows peak control about the mean comparable to that
for the approach. Runway landings (fig. 22(c)) exhibit
control excursions about half those for the approach, and
shipboard landings (fig. 22(d)) use even less. Data for the
approach and hover point phase are comparable to the
results obtained for this lift fan configuration in refer-
ence 5; however, the landing data of this experiment are
substantially lower than those of references 2 or 5.
Roll control: Figure 23 includes results for roll
control usage during the approach and landing. In this
case, the data represent the peak excursion about the mean
for each individual run and again are indicative of the
control used for maneuvering and countering
disturbances. Unless the aircraft is trimmed to hold
sideslip against a crosswind, the mean roll control input
is zero. In the decelerating approach (fig. 23(a)), peak
usage in calm air ranges up to 0.18 rad/sec 2, and increases
to 0.3 rad/sec 2 in light turbulence and to 0.6 rad/sec 2
in the heaviest turbulence. For the hover point capture
(fig. 23(b)), the amount of control required is essentially
double that for the approach across the range of turbu-
lence. Runway landing data (fig. 23(c)) also reflects the
sensitivity to increasing turbulence with control use up
to 0.19 rad/sec 2 in calm air, increasing to as much as
1.39 rad/sec 2 in heavy turbulence. Peak control during
shipboard landings (fig. 23(d)) is comparable to that for
runway landings for calm air and seas and increases to
0.6 rad/sec 2 in the heaviest sea condition. These control
use data compare to previous results of reference 5 for the
approach phase and for the hover point and landing in
calm air and seas. However, they are substantially greater
in peak use for the hover point acquisition in heavy
turbulence and fall within the lower range for the
shipboard landing in heavy seas.
Yaw control: In figure 24, results are presented for
yaw control use for all flight phases in terms of peak
excursions from the mean. Data for the decelerating
approach (fig. 24(a)) reveal a steadily increasing trend
with turbulence level from 0.04 rad/sec 2 in calm air to
0.22 rad/sec 2 in the highest turbulence. During the hover
point capture (fig. 24(b)), the amount of control use is
roughly half that for the approach. Runway landing
control levels (fig. 24(c)) are comparable to those for the
approach, while levels for shipboard recovery (fig. 24(d))
are as much as 0.13 radJsec 2 in the heaviest seas. Data for
the approach are around 50 percent greater than those
shown in reference 5 but are comparable for hover point
acquisition and shipboard landing.
Modified Vertical Axis Control Law
A control law modification was made to determine the
contribution to flightpath and vertical velocity command
of state rate feedback and integral control in the vertical
axis. This modification to the baseline control law
removed the normal acceleration feedback and integral
controlintheforwardloopoftheverticalvelocity
stabilizationandcommandaugmentationcontrollaw
documentedinfigure22ofreference7.Onlyvertical
velocityfeedbackandthrottlecontrolfeedforward
remainedtoprovidetheflightpathorverticalvelocity
commandfunction.Theresultofthismodification,
whichproducedasimplercontrollaw,wastoalterthe
disturbancesuppressionatlowandhighfrequencieswhile
retainingtheoverallbandwidthofverticalvelocity
responsetothepilot.
Resultsofthepilots'evaluationsof thismodificationfor
thedeceleratingapproachtoaverticallandingindicated
that,incomparisontothebaselineconfiguration,i ferior
heightcontrolwasobservedinthepresenceofdistur-
bances.Behaviorincalmairwaslargelyunaffectedin
comparisontothebaseline.Flyingqualitiesforthe
deceleratingapproachweresimilartothebaseline
configurationforanylevelofturbulence.Ratingswere
HQR2to3incalmairanddegradedmildlytoHQR3to
4in3ft/secrmsturbulenceanduptoHQR4in6ft/sec
disturbances.Forhoverpointacquisition,ratingswere
HQR2incalmair,HQR3to4in3ft/secturbulence,and
HQR4at6ft/sec.Thusthedegradationwithturbulence
wassomewhatmorethanforthebaselinedatashown
infigure9(b).Runwaylandingsproducedamorepro-
nounceddegradationinheightcontrolforthemodified
controllaw.WhileratingsincalmairwereHQR2to3,
andin3ft/secturbulencewereHQR2,inturbulenceof
6ft/sectheratingsworsenedtoHQR4to5.Shipboard
landingsinseastate5producedratingsfromHQR3to6.
Theessenceofthepilotcommentaryonheightcontrol
in turbulenceandforthehighestseastatepointedto
increasedcontrolactivitytoholdhoveraltitudeandto
establishandholdthedesiredlandingsinkrate.Demands
forheightcontroloccasionallydetractedfromcontrolof
hoverposition.Insomecasesthedesiredhoverprecision
couldnotbeachieved.Theconclusionfromthisinvesti-
gationofthisalternativeverticalvelocitycommand
controllawisthatit leadstoinferiorflying qualities for
the more demanding height control tasks in comparison
to the control law which includes normal acceleration
feedback and integral control. The latter remains the
preferred control law for the vertical axis.
Throttle Control Scaling
In the course of the decelerating approach to hover, as the
control mode is switched to flightpath control, and in the
switch from APP or TRC to MTV mode to execute a
waveoff or on touchdown, throttle scaling was switched
between flightpath or vertical velocity command to thrust
command and vice versa. These mode switches produced
no transients in aircraft response that were observed by
the pilots. An example of a switch from thrust to flight-
path command during the approach is shown in figure 25.
Throttle scaling for flightpath control appears at the top of
the figure and represents a gradient that falls within the
design limits of the control law in reference 7. The dead-
band of +1 deg of throttle input around the position for
level flight is noted at the upper right of the figure. Time
histories of the command compared to aircraft response
appear in the center diagram and are taken from the same
approach to hover shown previously in figure 10. Actual
flightpath tracks the command from the point of initial
engage at 137 sec to the point at 60 knots (100 ft/sec)
ground speed when the command changes from flightpath
to vertical velocity. Beyond that point, vertical velocity
follows the command input to the end of the segment
where hover is established.
Two examples of the switch from flightpath (vertical
velocity) to thrust command during the course of execut-
ing a waveoff from hover to the transition to wing-borne
flight are presented in figures 26 and 27. In figure 26(a),
command of thrust is initiated at a throttle position of
90 percent and thrust of 81 percent. As the pilot adjusts
the throttle and eventually retards it to reduce thrust as the
aircraft accelerates to higher speed, the gradient of thrust
versus throttle is adjusted with each advance and reduc-
tion in the throttle until the nominal gradient of 1:1 is
achieved. Time histories of this particular maneuver
in figure 26(b) illustrate, respectively, the aircraft and
propulsion system response to the mode switch and
ensuing pilot commands. The time history begins at
235 sec in flightpath (vertical velocity) command mode
followed shortly by a throttle advance to initiate a climb.
Then the pilot selects MTV mode (with thrust command)
at 240 sec and manually advances the nozzle lever to
rotate the thrust vector aft to start the acceleration to
wing-borne flight. No thrust transient occurs at this point;
however, the thrust vector angle steps aft 3 deg to bring
the actual vector angle into agreement with the nozzle
lever command at the time of switchover. (Reference 7
indicates that the tolerance for the nozzle lever backdrive
is within 3 deg of the thrust vector angle command.)
Since the pilot moved the nozzle lever abruptly to the
forward stop, the actual vector angle retraction takes place
at the limited vector retract rate of 5 de_sec. At this
limited rate, without further intervention by the pilot, the
rate of climb begins to reduce around 244 sec and the
aircraft establishes a rate of sink due to the loss of
powered-lift until the pilot adds thrust and raises the nose
to reestablish the climb. By 252 sec into the run, the thrust
command has adjusted to within the tolerance around the
1:1 slope. The second example of a mode switch (fig. 27)
shows a different combination of throttle and thrust at the
switch point. Following a large advance in throttle and
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thrustoinitiatethewaveoff,thegradientadjustment
takesplaceandtheeventualthrottlereductionproceeds
alongaslopewithintherangeoftoleranceabout1:1.In
eitherofthesecases,theresponseofthrusttothrottlewas
acceptabletothepilot,whoremainedunawareofthe
adjustmenti gradient.
Control Mode Blending
Assessments of yaw control mode blending to determine
acceptable yaw transients as the aircraft accelerated
through the blending region were made during the course
of waveoffs from hover or during short takeoffs, in
both cases in the presence of a 15 knot left crosswind.
Example time histories of the yaw transients during an
acceleration from hover are shown in figure 28(a) for the
baseline configuration, and in figure 28(b) for the config-
uration with the blending region from 40 to 100 knots
ground speed. The acceleration is nearly identical for the
two cases. The aircraft begins the acceleration with the
nose aligned with the runway centerline. Sideslip reduces
with increasing ground speed up to 40 knots (68 ft/sec)
where the blend from yaw rate command to sideslip
command commences. Beyond that point, sideslip is
reduced to zero at a rate commensurate with the increase
in directional stability with speed. Comparing the two
figures, it can be seen that the rate at which the nose
swings into the wind for the alternate configuration is less
than half that for the baseline configuration. The pilots
found the baseline case to be objectionably abrupt,
although not to the point of being disorienting. The
alternate case was considered acceptable, even in poor
visibility. During short takeoffs, the yawing character-
istics after lift-off will depend on rotation speed, hence
takeoff weight. Examples of the short takeoff for the
baseline and alternate configuration are presented in
figures 29(a) and 29(b) for a nominal rotation speed of
70 knots (120 ft/sec). For takeoff at this rotation speed,
the benefit of the wider blending region was appreciated;
whereas, for higher rotation speeds of 90 knots or more,
the two blending configurations appeared similar to the
pilot in terms of nose swing at lift-off.
Pitch control blending for the baseline configuration was
performed over the speed range from 70 to 90 knots. This
range was selected to correspond to the speed range over
which wing lift becomes ineffective for control of
flightpath. Above 90 knots, sufficient aerodynamic lift
exists and vertical velocity damping is adequate for
flightpath control through pitch attitude. In this case, the
pitch rate command/attitude hold response type is appro-
priate for attitude control. Below 70 knots, aerodynamic
lift has diminished significantly, the resultant thrust vector
is deflected sufficiently, and thrust magnitude is
at a level where thrust becomes the primary flightpath
control. In this case, pitch attitude command is the best
response type since the aircraft is normally set at a fixed
pitch attitude for the remainder of the approach to hover.
The pilots found this blending between the two response
types to be smooth and free of any unwanted transients.
Slow landings were typically conducted within the rate
command range while rolling vertical landings were
performed within the attitude command range. Operation
within the blending range itself did not produce any
objectionable attitude response.
Roll control blending for the baseline configuration was
performed over the range from 40 to 60 knots. At speeds
above 60 knots coordinated turns are desired, while below
40 knots lateral translation at a fixed heading is appro-
priate. Roll rate command is the desired response type
with conventional turn coordination at higher speeds
while attitude command provides the best handling for
performing lateral translations at low speed. The pilots
performed turns and sidestep maneuvers or turns over the
speed range above, below, and within the blending region
and found no inconsistent response to the lateral control.
Head-Up Display Conformality
The issue of registration of lateral guidance and control
symbology against the external scene was assessed during
the curved approach to a vertical landing in the presence
of winds and turbulence. Flightpath and ghost aircraft
scaling of 1:1 were evaluated in comparison to the base-
line configuration which had scaling of 0.3:1. Scaling of
1:1 resulted in the flightpath and ghost aircraft symbols
overlaying the external scene until the aircraft decelerated
below 60 knots. From that point to the hover, scaling of
the crosstrack angle for the ghost aircraft reduced from
1:1 to 0:1 proportionally with speed as described in
reference 10. While the pilots appreciated conformality of
flightpath and guidance symbols with the external scene
during the approach, increased sensitivity of the symbols
for lateral path tracking elevated the pilots' control
activity, particularly in the presence of turbulence.
Satisfactory tracking accuracy could be achieved with
less control activity with the symbols scaled less than 1:1.
The pilots preferred the choice of scaling (0.3) originally
established for the display in the investigations of
reference 10 and subsequently in the VSRA flight evalua-
tions of reference 1. This preference was reinforced by the
need in any event to scale the ghost aircraft crosstrack
angle and to convert the flightpath symbol to scaled
lateral velocity below 60 knots where angular relation-
ships are inappropriate for lateral path tracking
approaching the hover.
I1
Conclusions
A moving-base simulation was conducted on the Vertical
Motion Simulator at Ames Research Center using a model
of an advanced, short takeoff and vertical landing lift fan
fighter aircraft. Revisions were made to the
flight/propulsion control system, head-up display, and
propulsion system to reflect recent flight and simulation
experience with STOVL operations. Objectives of the
experiment were to evaluate (1) control law modifications
over the low speed flight envelope, (2) integration of the
throttle inceptor with flight control laws that provide
direct thrust command for conventional flight, vertical
and short takeoff, and flightpath or vertical velocity
command for transition, hover, and vertical landing,
(3) control mode blending for pitch, roll, yaw, and
flightpath control during transition from wing-borne to
jet-borne flight, and (4) effects of conformal versus
nonconformal presentation of flightpath and pursuit
guidance symbology on the out-the-window display for
low speed STOVL operations. Assessments were made
for takeoff, transition, hover, and landing, including
precision hover and landing aboard an LPH-type
amphibious assault ship in the presence of winds and
rough seas.
No objectionable flying qualities were observed for the
configurations tested, and Level 1 pilot ratings were
obtained for the flightpath and vertical velocity command
modes for a range of land-based and shipboard operation.
These results compared favorably with earlier evaluations
of this STOVL concept where control laws based in part
on state-rate feedback implicit model following and
different throttle scaling had been applied. An alternative
vertical velocity command control law that used only
vertical velocity feedback produced inferior flying
qualities for demanding height control tasks in compari-
son to the baseline control law, which included normal
acceleration feedback and integral control. The latter
remains the preferred control law for the vertical axis.
The pilots were unaware of switching of the throttle
between flightpath and thrust command functions.
Blending of pitch control from rate command/attitude
hold in wing-borne flight to attitude command/attitude
hold in jet-borne flight was most successfully
accomplished over a range of speeds where control of
flightpath with attitude becomes ineffective. Blending of
roll control from rate command/attitude hold to attitude
command/attitude hold was performed over a speed range
where turn coordination in wing-borne flight transitions to
lateral velocity translation in hover. Blending of yaw
control from heading command in hover to sideslip
command in wing-borne flight was performed over a
broad speed range to reduce abrupt yaw transients as the
aircraft accelerates through the range in takeoff or
transition flight.
While the pilots appreciated conformality of flightpath
and guidance symbols with the external scene during the
approach, increased sensitivity of the symbols for lateral
path tracking elevated the pilots' control activity,
particularly in the presence of turbulence. Satisfactory
tracking accuracy could be achieved with less control
activity with the symbols scaled less than 1:1, and the
pilots preferred the choice of scaling (0.3) originally
established during the display development and in flight
evaluations. This preference was reinforced by the need to
scale the ghost aircraft crosstrack velocity and to convert
the flightpath symbol to scaled lateral velocity at low
speed where angular relationships are inappropriate for
lateral path tracking approaching the hover.
Pitch, roll, and yaw control utilization for maneuvering
and disturbance suppression observed in this experiment
was comparable in some respects and also showed some
variance with previous simulation experience with this
and other STOVL configurations. In particular, pitch
control use was consistent with earlier simulations for the
approach and hover point acquisition, while less control
activity was noted for the landing. Roll control data
compare favorably to previous results for the approach
phase and for the hover point and landing in calm air and
seas. However, they are substantially _eater in peak use
for the hover point acquisition in heavy turbulence. Yaw
control data for the approach are greater than those of the
earlier studies but are comparable for hover point acqui-
sition and shipboard landing. These contrasts with
previous simulation experience are presented as observa-
tions and are considered to reflect the variance in the
results over a large number of samples. They are not felt
to be attributable to specific features of the configuration
or control system.
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Appendix A
Vertical Motion Simulator Motion Characteristics
The Vertical Motion Simulator used in this experiment is
capable of producing large translational and rotational
motion cues over frequency ranges that encompass the
bandwidths of control of the tasks associated with
transition and vertical flight. Longitudinal, lateral, and
vertical motion limits were +20 ft, +4 ft, and _+30 ft,
respectively, with the cockpit longitudinal axis oriented
along the main support beam. Translational motion
system bandwidth (frequency for 45 deg phase lag) is
8 rad/sec for the vertical axis, 10 rad/sec for the longi-
tudinal axis, and 20 rad/sec for the lateral axis. The
rotational limits in pitch, roll, and yaw are +18, +18, and
-+24 deg, respectively, and bandwidths are 10 rad/sec for
each of the three axes. Motion drive logic for each axis
commands accelerations through second order high pass
(washout) filters that are characterized by their gain,
natural frequency, and damping ratio. In all cases,
damping ratios of 0.7 were used. Filter gains and natural
frequencies are presented in table A1 for approach and
hover tasks and for takeoff and accelerating transition
tasks. Gains are blended between low and high speed
flight conditions where the low speed region is below
20 knots and high speed is above 60 knots.
Table A1. Motion system gains and natural frequencies
Motion axis Approach and hover case Takeoff and transition case
Gain Frequency, rad/sec Gain Frequency, rad/sec
Lospeed Hi speed Lospeed Hi speed Lospeed Hi speed Lospeed Hi speed
Pitch 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.6
Roll 0.3 0.35 0.7 0.75
Yaw 0.5 0.5 0.2 2.0
Longitudinal 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.7
Lateral 0.5 0.5 0.7 2.0
Vertical 0.8 0.6 0.2 0.5
0.5 0.25 0.5 0.6
0.3 0.35 0.7 0.75
0.5 0.5 0.2 2.0
0.25 0.25 0.7 0.7
0.5 0.5 0.7 2.0
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5
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Figure 1. Views of the ASTOVL Lift Fan Aircraft.
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Figure 6. Inceptor functions.
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Figure 7. Vertical Motion Simulator.
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Figure 8. Simulator cockpit interior view.
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Figure 23. Rofl control usage for approach and landing tasks.
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Figure 26(b). Concluded.
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Figure 27. Characteristics of thrust control with the thrott/e.
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Figure 28(a). Yaw response during acceleration from hover in 15 knot crosswind for yaw mode blending range
from 40 to 60 knots.
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Figure 28(b). Yaw response during acceleration from hover in 15 knot crosswind for yaw mode blending range
from 40 to 100 knots.
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Figure 29(a). Yaw response during short takeoff in 15 knot crosswind for yaw mode b/ending range from 40 to 60 knots.
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Figure 29(b). Yaw response during short takeoff in 15 knot crosswind for yaw mode blending range from 40 to 100 knots.
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